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The Seventh annual edition of 

Goa Arts & Literature Festival is the

broadest, biggest and most varied ever. 

8th to 11th December 2016

The Seventh annual edition of Goa Arts & Literature Festival (December 8-11) is the

broadest, biggest and most varied ever. GALF 2016 will showcase and highlight writers

and  poets  from  a  wide  range  of  languages:  Hindi,  Kannada,  Malayalam,  Tamil,  Khasi,

Asomiya. As always, there will be considerable focus on the languages most used in Goa:

Konkani, Marathi, English and Portuguese.

GALF 2016 will be inaugurated on December 8 by Jorge Barreto Xavier (former Secretary of

State for Culture, Portugal) and Sivakami (acclaimed writer and activist). The official artwork

is by eminent modernist, Laxman Pai. 

GALF 2016 will honour the reluctant Nobel Prize winner for Literature, Bob Dylan, with a

concert headlined by his greatest fan in India, the legendary rock musician for Meghalaya –

Lou Majaw. 

GALF 2016 will have a special focus for children, and school and college students. Leading

authors  for  young  people  –  Samhita  Arni,  Geeta  Dharmarajan  –  will  be  available  in

specifically tailored programmes that will be accessible to the youngest visitors.

As always, the most acclaimed authors, poets, journalists and artists from around India and

the rest of the world will assemble in Goa for GALF2016. Daisy Rockwell,  Faisal  Devji,

Angelica Freitas, Zafar Sobhan, and many others. Authors of Goan origin, Roanna Gonsalves

and Cyprian Fernandes will come from Australia to exclusively release their new books. 

From Benyamin to Karan Mahajan to Josy Joseph, GALF 2016 will host and emphasize the

leading authors of the moment. There will be exclusive “pop-up” bookstalls by Tara Books,

Oxford University Press, Other India Bookstore, DogEars and Goa’s own Broadway Books,

as well as a range of artworks from Goa and beyond. 

Seven years after launch, the Goa Arts + Literature Festival has steadily emerged as one of

the  premier  events  on  the  national  cultural  calendar.  It  is  already  beloved  in  the  state,

especially valued by students. This year’s edition seeks to expand and improve the record, and

to  reach  exponentially  more  people  with  its  platform  for  outstanding  writing,  poetry,

journalism, art and music.

GALF 2016 again seeks the collaboration and participation of schools and colleges across the

state of Goa, whose students will be welcomed at the festival venue with a range of sessions,

discussions,  readings  and  performances  ideally  suited  for  students  of  different  ages.  The

festival remains free and open to all. Everyone is welcome, but it is advisable to register in

advance at www.goaartlitfest.com. 
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